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ABSTRACT
Recent work of Pavlov suggests the following definition : positive integers
Pl < P2 < ... form an interpolation sequence if a certain kind of interpolation
problem on the sequence always has a solution in a class of entire functions of
restricted growth, corresponding to order one, convergence type. We call a set of
powers {zPn} strongly nonspanning if the approximation, by linear combinations,
to positive integral powers not in the sequence is uniformly bad for all curves
extending from one circle about the origin to another; there is a related notion of
strongly free sets. It is shown that for an interpolation sequence, the corresponding
powers are strongly free and strongly nonspanning. As one corollary (implicit in
Pavlov's work), an interpolation sequence {Pn} is a Macintyre sequence : a non-
constant entire function I anzPn can not be bounded on a curve going to infinity.
Our interpolation sequences include the sequences of exponents which Kovari and
Pavlov have identified as Macintyre sequences.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the following, pi, P2, ... will always be a strictly increasing sequence
of positive integers, and Po = O.
1.1 MUNTZ-APPROXIMATION ON ARCS. By Muntz's theorem [11], every
continuous function on [0, 1] can be uniformly approximated by linear
* Work of second author supported by a grant from the Netherlands' research
organization Z.W.O.
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combinations of the powers xPn, n = 0, 1, .. . if and only if
00
(1.1) I IJPn=oo.
1
This condition is also necessary and sufficient in order that the powers
xPn, n= 1,2, . .. span the space O[a, b], ti-c a-cb (Clarkeon-Erdos [2],
Schwartz [14]).
Although the powers zn, n=O, I, ... span O(y) for every Jordan arc y
in the plane (Walsh [16]), no Muntz-type theorem is possible for arbitrary
Jordan arcs. For example, if y contains the points Zl +°and Z2 = e2" t /kz l,
where k is a positive integer, then the powers zkn, n=O, I, ... can not
span O(y). However, for piece-wise smooth arcs y which make an angle
;;;. e> °with every circle around °that they meet, condition (1.1) is sufficient
in order that the powers zPn, n= 0, I, ... span O(y) (a proof for the case
e ;;;.nJ4 may be found in Korevaar [5]). In the other direction, it is essen-
tially known only for analytic arcs y that the condition
00
(1.2) I IJPn<oo
1
assures a nonspanning family zPn, n= 0, I, ... in O(y) (Malliavin-Siddiqi
[10], Korevaar [5]).
1.2 A CONJECTURE OF MACINTYRE. There is a related problem involving
boundedness along curves to 00 of entire functions with gap power series,
00
(1.3) f(z)= L anzPn.
o
We will call the exponents PI, P2, ... Macintyre exponents (or a Macintyre
sequence) if no nonconstant entire function of the form (1.3) is bounded on
a curve going to 00. Macintyre exponents must satisfy (1.2) [9], and an
unsettled conjecture of Macintyre [9] asserts that every sequence satisfying
(1.2) is a Macintyre sequence. The conjecture is true for entire functions
of finite order (P6lya [13]) or finite lower order (Sons [15]). On the general
problem Kovari [6, 7] has shown that "Kovari exponents",
(1.4) pn ;;;.cn log n (log log n)2H, c,t5>O, n;;;.3
are Macintyre exponents. (His complete results on the growth of entire
functions satisfying (1.3) and (1.4) say somewhat more than this.) More
recently, Pavlov [12] proved that "Pavlov exponents" pI, P2, . . . :
(1.5) PnJn t, IIJPn<oo
are Macintyre exponents (also in a rather strong sense).
1.3 STRONGLY NONSPANNING SETS OF POWERS. We call a set of powers
(1.6) zPn, n= 1,2, ...
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strongly nonspanning if for every 0< a < b and every positive integer
pi=all pn,
(1.7) inf inf Ilzp - L cnZPnlly = 8p = 8p(a, b, {Pn}) > 0,
yea, b) e
where the inner infimum is taken over all finite sums L cnzPn and the
outer infimum over all curves y=y(a, b) extending from a point on the
circle 0(0, a) to a point on 0(0, b). Similarly, we call the set (1.6) strongly
free if for every 0 < a < b and every k,
(1.8) inf inf IIzP"- L cnzPnlly=15,,= 15,,(a, b, {Pn}) > O.
YCa,b) c ,,,I'''
The exponents in a strongly free set (1.6) form a Macintyre sequence (see
section 4.2).
1.4 INTERPOLATION SEQUENCES. For the study of strongly nonspanning
and strongly free sets (1.6, we introduce (Pavlov) interpolation sequences
PI, P2, .. . defined by the following property (such a definition is implicit
in Pavlov [12]): there exists a positive increasing function w(x) = w(x, {Pn})
on (0, cc satisfying
00
(1.9) J x-2w(x)dx<cx:>, w(x)jx ~
1
and such that for every sequence {bn} of complex numbers bounded by I,
there is an entire function cp(z) (of exponential type zero) for which
(1.10) cp(Pn)=bn, n=l, 2, ... , M(r, cp)= max Icp(z)!,.;;;:ea>(,.>.
1.1 -,.
Clearly, subsequences of interpolation sequences are also interpolation
sequences. In the other direction we will prove the following (section 2,
lemma 8) : if {Pn} is an interpolation sequence and p a positive integer
i= all Pn, then the sequence obtained from {Pn} by adjoining the element p
(in the proper place) is also an interpolation sequence. It is not difficult
to sec that interpolation sequences must satisfy (1.2) (cf. theorem I below).
1.5 PRINCIPAL RESULTS. (For the proofs, see section 4.)
THEOREl\l 1. When the exponents P» form an interpolation sequence, the
set of powers (1.6) is strongly free and strongly nonspanning.
COROLLARY I. Interpolation sequences are Macintyre sequences (this
result would also follow from Pavlov [12]).
THEOREM 2. The following kinds of exponents are interpolation sequences:
(i) Pavlov exponents (1.5) (cf. [12]);
(ii) generalized Kovari exponents:
(1.11) Pn>nL(n), n >no,
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where L(t) is increasing, ;;;. e and such that
(1.12) COs logL(t)dt ex>.
1 t L(t) <
COROLLARY 2. Kovari exponents (1.4) form an interpolation sequence.
Berndtsson [I] has constructed a sequence {Pn} with
P» > n log n(log log n)2
which is not an interpolation sequence. His method shows that condition
(1.11) with (1.12) is the best of its kind. However, by combining inter-
polation with a different technique, we have been able to show that
every set oj powers (1.6) with Pn ;;;.nL(n), where L(t) is increasing, ;;;. I and
such that
(1.13) CO I[ tL(t) di -ceo
jails to span O(y) jor every (piece-wise) smooth arc y. A proof of this result
will be published elsewhere.
The proof of theorem I provides the following precise form of the
estimate (1.8): for an interpolation sequence {Pn} there is a constant
e=e(bla, {Pn}»O such that
inf inf IIzPk- I CnzPnlly;;;. eaPk, k= 1,2, ....
y(a.b) • ,,*k
As a consequence we have the following analyticity theorem related to
that of Clarkson-Erdos [2] and Schwartz [14] for the case of the interval
[0, 1]:
THEOREM 3. L et r be any curve in 15(0, I) which meets but is not a
subset oj 0(0, I). Assume {Pn} is an interpolation sequence. Then every
[unction. 1in the closed span 01 the powers zPn on r has an extension F to
D(O, I) U r which is analytic on D(O, I) and there has the [orm. F(z)=
= IanzPn.
Earlier, we obtained a corresponding result for more general non-
spanning sets of powers on piece -wise smooth curves [3].
2. LEMMAS
The lemmas in this section will be used 111 the proofs of our main
theorems.
LEMMA I (Carleman-Milloux, cf. P6lya [13]). Let g be holomorphic on
the closed disc 15(zo, B), and let y be a curve joining zo to a point on the circle
O(zo, B). Writing M = max Ig(z)1 on 15(zo, B), m= max Ig(z)1 on y, one has
Ig(z)1 < miM I throughout 15(zo, BI6).
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(2.3)
In the proof one may assume Zo=O. Using harmonic measure, it is
easy to obtain the bound (mM)' for g on the smaller disc when Y= [0, R].
If y is an arbitrary curve on 15(0, R) from °to R one may observe that
the product g(z)g(z) is bounded by mM on y U y, hence on [0, R].
In the following lemmas we consider an entire function c/J(z) of exponential
type zero. The corresponding series
00
(2.1) cP(C) = L c/J(n)Cn
n -O
will converge on D(O, 1).
LEMMA 2. For any polynomial f(z) = L akzk, one has
1L ak c/J(k) Zk = -2• J f(zfC) cP(C) dC/C,
:n:~ r
where r is an arbitrary positively oriented Jordan curve in D(O, 1) around
the point O.
We will need the Borel transform Bc/J of c/J. For complex s*O,
(2.2) Bc/J(s) = J c/J(z)e-Udz,
L
where L=L8 may be any ray z=eei 8 , O <e <CXl, in the angle [arg z +
+ arg sl < :n:/2. The fun ction Bc/J is holomorphic on O*\{O} and vanishes
at CXl. The relationship between cP and Bc/J is expressed by
cP(C) = ~ J Bc/J(s) d«,
2m r l - Ce5
where r is as in lemma 2, and such that ICe8 1< 1 for all s E r. By means
of (2.3) one can extend cP to a holomorphic function on 0*\{1}: taking
r to be the circle 0(0,1])+, 1] small, one has for 11- CI> 21],
Moreover, one readily verifies
LEMMA 3 (cf. Gel'fond [4]). For 0<15 < 1/3, 0 < 11-CI < 15 ,
00
IcP(C) I< 2 max IBc/J(s)I, M(r , Bc/J) < J M(x, c/J)e-rxdx.
'.I-i11-CI 0
In order to deal with certain integrals of the latter form we will use
LEMMA 4. Let w(x) be a positive increasing function on (0, CXl) such that
00
(2.4) J x-2w(x)dx < CXl,
1
(2.5) w(x)/x ~ .
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Then the strictly decreasing function
co
(2.6) H( r)= f eco(x )- rx dx, O<r< oo
o
tends to 0 as r ~ 00 and to 00 as r t O. Taking d> 0 so small that H(d) = e
one has
d
(2.7) S log log II(r)dr < 00.
o
PROOF. The conditions on w imply t hat it is continuous and w(x )/x t 0
as x ~ 00. Thus H(r) is finit e for O<r < oo . Adding a small positive
constant to t» if necessary, we may assume that w(x) /x is strictly de-
creasing. For small <5 > 0 and 0 < r <; ~ we let x = h(r) ;;;. 1 be the solution
of the equat ion w(x )/x = r/2; clearly , h(r ) t 00 as r 1- O. For these small r,
her) 00 hI.) 00
H(r)= S + S <; exp [w{h(r)}J S e- rx dx+ S e- rx /2 dx
o hCr ) 0 h(.)
< exp {!rh(r)}/r + 2/r < 3 exp {<5h(r)}/r ,
hence
log log H(r) <; log (3~ log 3)+ log h(r) + log log (l /r).
Inequali ty (2.7) will follow if we show t hat S~ log h(r )dr is finite. Now
for 0 < 8< <5,
d d
Slog h(r)dr <; <5 log h(~) + S - rdh (r)/h(r),
• e
and by t he definition of h(r ) t he last integral is equal to
heel
2 S x-2w(x )dx .
h (d)
By (2.4) t his final integral remains bounded as 8 t O.
LEMMA 5. Assuming that 0 < PI < P2< ... and ! I /Pn < 00 (here the P»
need not be integers ) we define
00
F(z) = II ( l- z2/p~).
n-1
Then there is a p osit ive increasing function os satisfying (2.4) such that
M (r, F) <; exp {w(r)}.
Under the additional hypothesis Pn/n t, we can choose co so that (2.5) is
satisfi ed as well .
PROOF. Clearly, log M (r , F) is equal to
00 00 n (t )
wo(r )= ! log (I +r2/p;) =2r2 S (t2 2)dt,lOt + r
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where n(t) is the counting function for the Pk'S. The function Wo is positive,
increasing and it satisfies (2.4), which for Wo is equivalen t to the con-
vergence of S: t-2n(t)dt = ! l /Pn.
Suppose now that Pn/n t. The above function Wo need not satisfy (2.5)
because n(t)/t is not everywhere decreasing. However, this defect can be
remedied by introducing the simple majorant nl(t) of n(t) defined by
nl(O) =O, nl(Pk) = n (pk)= k , k=l, 2, ,
nl(t) is linear on [0, PI] , [PI, P2], .
The condition n/Pn {. implies that nl(t)/t is decreasing (the derivative is
nonpositive wherever it exists). We now define
w(r) = 2r2 j nl(t) dt.
o t(t2 +r2)
It is easily seen that w(r)/r is decreasing:
That (2.4) holds for w follows from the convergence of s: t-2nl(t)dt .
We will need precise lower bounds for
(2.8) !PkiF'(Pk) I= IT Il -pl/p~l·
n*k
Assuming only n /Pn ~ t5 ;;;. 0, one knows that for every e > 0,
tPkiF'(Pk) !> e- lPk , k ;;;. ko(e)
(cf. Levinson [8] p. 93).
LEMMA 6 (cf. Pavlov [12]). Suppose Pn/n t . Then
tPkIF'(Pk) 1> e-3k, k = 1,2, ... .
For the proof one splits the product in (2.8) into three parts: the part
ITl where pn<Pk, the part IT2 where Pk <pn <2pk, and the part IT3
where Pn ;;;' 2pk. In the first two parts one may estimate 11- pl/p~1 from
below by 1 1- Pk/Pnl.
LEl\fMA 7. Let {Pn} be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers
such that
O<clnL(n) <'Pn< C2nL (n ), n ;» 1,
where L(t) is an increasing function ;;;. e. Then there is a constant 0 > °
such that
tPkiF'(Pk) l ;;;. exp {- Ck log L(k)}, k = 1, 2, ....
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PROOF. Splitting as in the case of lemma. 6 one has
I p21 (PTe) Ie-I ( PTe ) Ie 11ITI = IT 1- ~ ;;;. IT - - 1 ;;;. IT -- - 1 ;;;. II -,n<k Pn n<1: pn .-1 PI:-lI .-1 PI:
hence
log ITI ;;;. k log (kjepTe) ;;;' -k log L(k)-C3k.
The number of factors in IT2' where PTe<Pn<2PTe, is bounded by Bk
because of the inequalities for pn. Thus
( PI: ) Bk ( PTe )IT2 ;;;' IT2 1 - - ;;;. IT 1 - -- ,pn .-1 PTc+lI
hence
log 112 ;;;' Bk log {e(pTce:Bk) } ;;;. - Bk log L(k) -c4k.
In IT3' finally, P«> 2pTe, hence
1logrr3(I-pUp~»-2! pUP~>-CSk2L2(k) ~ 2L2() >-csk.
n>1e n>k n n
LEMMA 8. Let {Pn} be an interpolation sequence and let P be a positive
integer =1= all Pn. Then the sequence obtained from {Pn} by adjoining the
element P is also an interpolation sequence.
PROOF. Let Wo be the function which dominates log M(cp) for inter-
polating functions cP on the sequence Pn. In addition to wo, the functions
WI and W introduced below will satisfy the conditions stated in lemma 4.
We first prove the existence of an entire function CPI such that
CPI(P) = I, cpl(Pn)=O, n=l, 2, .••, M(CPI) <.e"'l .
Select an entire function c/Jo such that
c/Jo(PI) = 1, c/Jo(Pn)=O, n=2, 3, ... , M(cpo) <. e"'o.
If c/Jo(p) =1=°we take
CPl(Z)=C(Z-PI)c/Jo(Z), WI(X)= log {jCI(X+PI)}+WO(X)
with appropriate c. If P is a zero of cpo of multiplicity m ;» 1 we take
CPI(Z) = (Z -PI)m c/Jo(z), WI(X) = log 2jcl+ max {wo(A), wo(x)}Z-P
where A is so large that for Izl ;;;. A, the m-th power is bounded by 2.
Now let bi, bz, . .. , b be arbitrary given complex numbers of absolute
value <. 1. Choosing an entire function $ such that
¥(Pn)=bn, n=l, 2, . .. , M(~) <.e"'o
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we define
Then
4>(Pn)=bn, n=I ,2, ... , 4>(p)=b, M(4)) " e"'.
3. THE KEY THEOREM
In this section we will prove the following
BASIC THEOREM. Let PI, P2, .. . be an interpolation sequence, w = w(x) =
=w(x, {Pn}) the associated function satisfying the conditions of section 1.4
or lemma 4. Let O<a<b. Then there is a constant e=e(b/a, w»O such that
(3.1) inf inf IIzPk- I CnzPnllr ;;;.eaPk, k= 1,2, . ..
r(a .b) e n*k
for all curves y =y(a, b) extending from a point on 0(0, a) to a point on
0(0, b).
PROOF. Let g be a polynomial of the form
(3.2) g(z)= g.,k(Z) = I an zPn with ak= ~ a-Pk
for some fixed (but arbitrary) k :»1. In order to prove (3.1) we suppose
that for some curve y from 0(0, a) to 0(0, b), e> 0 and coefficients an
(with ak as specified in (3.2)) we have
(3.3) IIge ,k(z)llr" 1.
It will be shown that (3.3) leads to a contradiction if e is sufficiently small.
The proof consists of several steps; throughout we write
M(r) = M(r, g)= max Ig(z)l.
/-1-'
(i) A bound for g on D(Zr, rt5r/6). Let zr=reiP" a -cr -cb belong to y.
We consider g on the disc 15 = 15(Zr, rt5r), where t5r> 0 (to be specified later)
will be chosen such that t5r < 1 and rb"b (cf. Fig. 1). Since g is bounded
by M(re",) on 15 and by 1 on y, lemma 1 shows that
(3.4) Ig(z)l " M(re",)t on Dtz-, rt5r/6).
(ii) A bound for g on 0(0, r). We will use lemma 2 and interpolation
to obtain an estimate for
g(r)= I lanlrPn = I an exp {- i(arg an+Pn,8r)}z:n
(which bounds M(r)) in terms of the bound in (3.4). Accordingly, let 4>
be an entire function such that
4>(Pn)= exp {-i(arg an+Pn,8r)}, n= 1,2, .. . ; M(x, 4» " e"'(X)
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Fig. 1.
with w(x) as in section 1.4. Then in terms of the associated function fjJ
(2.1, 2.3), lemma 2 gives
(3.5)
where r is a positively oriented Jordan curve in D(O, I) around O.
The function g(z,!C)fjJ(') is holomorphic on O*\{I} and vanishes at 00.
We may therefore replace r in (3.5) by the negatively oriented circle
0(1, ~,/7). For' on this circle, Zr!' will belong to D(Zr, r~,/6), hence by
(3.5) and (3.4),
(3.6) M(r) ..,;;; g(r) ..,;;;{M(re~,)t. max IfjJ(,)!.
IC-ll -~,/7
(iii) Relation between M(ri') and M(r). From (3.5) we obtain by
lemma 3 that
00
M(r) ..,;;; M(ri,)tM(~r/l4, Bep) ..,;;; M(re~,)t f M(x, ep) exp ( - ~,xI14)dx.
o
Thus since M(x, ep)..,;;; exp {w(x)},
(3.7) M(r) ..,;;; M(ri,)tH(~,/14),
where H(r) is given by (2.6).
Recalling that H(r) is strictly decreasing and maps (0,00) onto (00, 0),
we may define ~, by the relation
(3.8) H(~r/14) = M(r)l/8 .
Since
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we can assure that 15,<1 by taking e<H(I/14)-8. We can similarly assure
that re~r <b. From (3.7) and (3.8) we then have the basic inequality
(3.10) M(rl') > M(r)7/6•
(iv) Oontradiction for small e. In order to iterate (3.10) and arrive
at a contradiction we determine an infinite sequence
a = ro< rl < rz < .. . < b
such that
(3.11) rn+l=rnexp(t5'n}, t5'n<1.
We show below that such rn exist if s is small enough. Assuming this
for the moment, (3.10) and (3.11) imply that for
/-In = /-l(rn ) = log log M(rn), n = 0, 1, ...
one has /-In+l>/-ln+ 1/7. Hence
(3.12) loglogM(b»I4>/-lo+v/7 = loglogM(a)+v/7
for all v > 1, which is clearly impossible.
By (3.8)
log 8+ log log H(t5,/14) = log log M(r) = /-l(r) ,
hence if we let s=K(t) denote the (decreasing) inverse of the function
t = log 8+ log log H(s/14), then
15,= K{f.t(r)}.
Thus by (3.12)
n-I n-I ~
(3.13) L 15,.= L K(/-l.)< 7 J K(t)dt; /-lo > log log l/e.
o 0 P1l-II7
By lemma 4 one has fa log log H(e)de<oo where H(d)=e. It follows that
also J:g 8 K(t)dt < 00, hence if we choose e so small that the third member
in (3.13) does not exceed log (b/a), then
n-I
rn=a exp ( L t5,.) <b, n= 1,2, ....
o
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1-3 AND COROLLARIES
4.1 DERIVATION OF THEOREM 1. Let pI, pz, ... be an interpolation se-
quence . Then by our basic theorem the set of powers {zPn} is strongly
free: (3.1) implies (1.8). Now take any positive integer pioall pn. By
lemma 8 the sequence {qn} obtained from {pn} by adjoining the element
p is also an interpolation sequence. Thus by what we just proved, the
set of powers {zqn} is st rongly free. In particular zP will be poorly approxi-
mable by linear combinations of the powers zPn in the sense of (1.7).
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Since this holds for every p*all pn, the set of powers {zPn} is strongly
nonspanning.
REMARK. If PI, P2, .. . is an interpolation sequence then 0, PI, P2, .. .
is also, provided we use the logical extension of our definition to non -
negative integers. Thus ZO= 1 will be poorly approximable in the sense
of (1.7) as well.
4.2 PROOF OF COROLLARY 1. Given that the set {zPn} is strongly free,
we will show that the exponents Pn form a Macintyre sequence.
Suppose, on the contrary, that
00
f(z)-ao= 1 anzPn
1
is a nonconstant entire function which is bounded by M on a curve r
extending to 00. We may assume that al * °and even, al = 1. For each
large R> 0, there will then be a subarc r(R, 2R) of r which extends
from 0(0, R) to 0(0, 2R), and on which
00
l!zPI+ L anzPn!lr(R,2R) <;M.
2
Increasing the right-hand side to 2M, we may replace the infinite sum
by a partial sum I:, N=NR. Pulling r(R,2R) back by setting z=Re
we conclude that
NB
(4.1) IICPI- 1 (-an)RPn-PICPnll"B(I,2) <; 2M /RPl , R>Ro,
2
where YR(l, 2)= {eIRe E r(R, 2R)} extends from 0(0, 1) to 0(0,2) .
It is clear that (4.1) contradicts (1.7). Hence, there is no nonconstant
entire function f(z) as above which is bounded on a curve going to 00 :
the pn are Macintyre exponents.
4.3 PROOF OF THEOREM 2, case (i). Supposing at first only that L l/Pn < 00,
we define
00
F(z)= II (1-z2/p;).
1
Given an arbitrary sequence of complex numbers {bn } bounded by 1,
we form the interpolating function
00 F(z) ( Z )2kmk(4.2) 4>(z) = t bk F'(P,,)(Z-Pk) PTc '
where the positive integers mTc are chosen such that
(4.3) !PklF'(pTc)I ;;;.e-2Tcm"
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(cf. the inequality following (2.8)). Thus the series will converge uniformly
on every bounded disc, and ep(Pn) =bn , n = 1,2, . . .. We now investigate
the growth of ep.
For jz- Pkj= tPk one has in terms of r = [z],
IF(z) I< 2M(3pk/2, F) < ..:. M(3r, F).Z-Pk Pk Pk
By the maximum principle the same bound holds throughout IZ-Pk l<!Pk,
and it clearly also holds for Iz - pkl> !Pk. It follows that
Pavlov exponents. We now suppose in addition that Pn/n t. Then by
lemma 6 we may take mk=2. Thus by (4.2) and (4.4),
00 {(er)4 (er)4} 00 { (er)4}M(r, ep) <M(3r, F) t PI '" Pk < M(3r, F) If 1 + pn
00 { (3r)2}2
-c M(3r, F) If 1+ pn = M(3r, F)3.
Hence in terms of the bound w for log M(F) obtained in lemma 5,
log M(r, ep) < m(r)= 3w(3r),
and since t» satisfies the conditions laid down in section 1.4, so does m.
The conclusion is that {Pn} is an interpolation sequence.
4.4 PROOF OF THEOREM 2, case (ii). We now suppose that the pn are
generalized Kovari exponents: Pn;;.nL(n), n ;;.no, where L(t) is ;;.e, in-
creasing and such that
JOO log L(t) dt(4.5) 1 tL(t) < 00.
We observe first that it is no restriction to assume
(4.6) L(t) <:; 4L (ti ), t>O; L(t) =e, t «: e.
Indeed, if necessary we can replace the given function L by
L(t) = min {L(t), 4L(ti )}, t > e; L(t) = e, t< e.
Such modification does not affect the validity of (4.5). For convenient
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verification, one may consider LI(u)=L(eu ) and the corresponding modi-
fied function LI(u) =L(eu ) ; for 2k <U < 2k+l, k= 0, 1, .. . one has
L1(u)= min {LI(u), 4LI(uj2), ... , 4kLI(uj2k ) , 4k+le},
so that
log LI(u) log L1(u) log ~(uj2) log 4kL1(uj2k ) log 4k+le-.::::~~ « + +...+ +.
LI(u) L1(u) 4L1(uj2) 4kLI(uj2 k ) 4k +1e
For our (modified) function L we have by (4.6)
L(t) «4e log2 t «4tt , t;» ti.
We deduce that the counting function n(t) for the numbers Pk satisfies
the inequality
(4.7) n(t) « 1+4tjL(t), t ;;.t2= max (tI, ~).
Indeed, take k=I+[4tjL(t)], t>t2. Then k>ti , hence L(k»L(ti»L(t)j4
and thus
Pk>kL(k) ;;.t or n(t) «k.
We next show that by augmenting our sequence {Pn} if necessary,
we may assume inequalities of the form
(4.8) o< clnL (n )<P« « c2nL (n ), n= 1,2, . . ..
The argument goes as follows . Starting at t= 1, we adjoin a minimum
number of new positive integers to the sequence {Pn} on each interval
[1, t] to assure that the new counting function n'(t) exceeds tjL(t), t ;» 1.
The number of additional elements « t will always be < 1+ tjL (t ). Thus
by (4.7) ,
tjL(t) <n'(t)«6tjL(t), t:>t3'
These inequalities imply (4.8) for the augmented sequence {Pn}. We check
one part. Letting t=4kL(k), k;;.k}, we have n'(t):>4kL(k)jL(t) and also
t «k2, hence L(t) < 4L(k ). Thus n'(t»k or
Pk«t =4kL(k), k ;;.k1.
Having (4.8) we can apply lemma 7. Starting as in section 4.3, it follows
that in (4.2)-(4.4) we may take mk= [A log L(k)]. We now introduce an
auxiliary sequence of positive real numbers
qn=~nL(n)jlog L(n), n= 1,2, . .. ,
where ~ > 0 will be specified later. Because of (4.5) and the monotonicity
of L(t)jlog L(t) we have 1: Ijqn<oo and qnjn t. Thus lemma 5 may be
applied to
00
G(z) = IT (l-z2 jq; ).
1
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By (4.8) we have qn<,pk whenever
c5nL(n)jlog L(n) <. c1kL(k).
We set c5 = C1j4A and consider those n for which
(4.9)
Clearly , (4.9) implies n <.AklogL(k) <.k2, provided k >ko(A). Thus
C1
c5nL(n)jlog L(n) <. 4A Ak{log L(k)}L(n)jlog L(n)
-c !c1k{log L(k)}L(k2)jlog L(k2)
<. !c1kL(k2) <, c1kL (k),
the last inequ ality by (4.6). We conclude that for k ;;;.ko(A) , (4.9) implies
qn<s» By making c5 smaller we may assure that
(4.10) q1, q2, ... , qkmk <,pk
holds for all k. In particular then, qk< P» so that M(F) <.M(G).
Using (4.2) and (4.4) we obtain from (4.10)
00 {(er)2 (er)2 }M(r, ep) <.M(3r, F) 2 - .. . -
1 q1 qkmk
<.M(3r, F) i] {1+ (~r} <. M(3r, G)2.
The conclusion is that the augmented sequence {Pn} is an interpolation
sequence, hence so was the original sequence.
4.5 DERIVATION OF THEOREM 3. Let {Pn} be an interpolation sequence,
r a curve on D(O, 1) which meets but is not part of 0(0 , 1), !J(z) = 2 anJzPn
a sequence of finite linear combinations of powers zPn which converges
uniformly on r to a function !(z). F or every a E (0, 1) sufficiently close
to 1 there is a subarc Y=Ya of r which extends from 0(0, a) to 0(0, 1).
By our basic theorem (section 3), there is a constant e = e(a) >°such that
(4.11) dk= infllzPk- 2 cnzPnlll' >eaPk, k=l , 2, ....
• ...1:
Now for akj'F 0,
(4.12) IlfJlll'= lakJlllzPk+ L (anJjakJ)zPnlll' > /akJ!dk,
.. *11:
and the result holds also if akJ = 0. Similarly
(4.13) lI!t-!JlIl' >lakt-akJldk.
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From (4.13) and the positivity of dk'
aki -+ a limit ak as j -+ 00, k= 1,2, . ...
By (4.11), (4.12) and the fact that lilill" -+ 11111" we have
lakl < 11/11"a-Pk!e.
It follows that tho powor series L akzPk converges on D(O, a); since a
may be arbitrarily close to 1, the series defines a holomorphic function
F(z) = L akzPk, Z E D(O, 1).
Finally, letting i -+ 00 in (4.13) and using (4.11) we have
lak-akil < 11/- lill"a-Pk!e,
so that Ii -+ F uniformly on D(O, e) for each e< 1. Thus F = I on
D(O, 1) n r.
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